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An interview with Rob Heuperman (Managing Director), Jan Kreiter 
(Team Leader Calculation) and Ton de Vreede (Model Building) of 
WTH: “Errors in calculations previously cost us a lot of money. 
That is now a thing of the past.”

Business Case

Industry in the Spotlight
An interview with Otto van der Tang (Managing Director) and Geert 
van der Weide (Business Development) of Sofon: “Knowledge is the 
key to success in the installation sector.”

Longtime Sofon Customer
An interview with Bart Gooren (Value Stream Manager Systems), 
Bob Brulot (Assistant Product Manager CO2 Systems) and John Simons 
(Senior Project Manager) of Pentair Haffmans: “Thanks to Sofon we 
offer sharper, which simplifi es scoring.”

New Customers – Activities 

Many of our customers are experiencing big 
changes in the markets in which they operate. 
Some markets show growth, others are stagnating. 
The rapid changes have consequences for the sales 
organization. Sales reps need to be able to react 
faster than they used to, or better yet, anticipate 
changes in their customers’ business. It is crucial 
to be able to rapidly map out the needs and desires 
of customers and come up with suitable and error-
free quotations.

In this edition of Sofon News you will read about 
the impact of changes on sales organizations – 
and how Sofon makes it possible for companies 
to handle change in a better way. This can be both 
in growing markets and in markets where growth 
is under pressure: differentiating your com-
pany from competitors. Read about how Pentair 
Haffmans and WTH utilize Sofon in a changing 
market.

Enjoy reading this edition of Sofon News!

Otto van der Tang
Managing Director
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Sofon Guided Selling is used in various industries by – at 
fi rst glance – totally different customers. This time we take 
a look at the installation sector in this section, the market in 
which Sofon customer WTH is active (see interview on page 
4-5). Otto van der Tang (Managing Director) and Geert van der 
Weide (Business Development) of Sofon give their vision on 
the problems in the installation sector and the role software 
plays in it.

Complexity
There is more and more demand for complete solutions in the 
installation sector, increasing the complexity of quotations. 
Geert van der Weide, who has worked in the construction sec-
tor himself, explains: “In the past, the design was produced 
by an external advisor hired by the customer. Design risk was 
for the party commissioning construction. Nowadays the cus-
tomer expects the installer to be responsible for both design 
and realization – and hence for design errors. Installers have 
now become interested in infl uencing that complex design 
process, but they don’t have the means for this.”

Years of experience
Producing a complete and correct quotation turns out to be 
a big challenge in the installation sector. Van der Weide ex-
plains: “It takes about ten years to become an independent 
calculator for building installations. And you need to keep up 
with rapid developments in this fi eld. There are demands and 
products constantly being added. The failure costs are high, 
as an error is quickly made; through lack of knowledge, time 
or incomplete information transfer. An installer cannot af-
ford errors, as the competition is murderous.”

Conversion
Conversion plays an increasingly large role in the installation 
sector. Van der Weide continues: “In the past, a price was re-
quested from only a few installers. These days, this can easily 
be up to ten installers. So you know right off the bat that the 
chance of winning the business is small, while a lot of time 
is still needed to produce a quotation. This can turn out to be 
15 days for only one quotation. And a change means: starting 
over. Costs per quotation come to an average of € 3,000 to 
€ 10,000. No wonder many installers think twice before tack-
ling a quotation. If an installer scores an order, the challenge 
is not over. Tight deadlines provide much time pressure for 
work planning and thus an increased risk of errors.”

Knowledge: the key to success
Knowledge is the key to success in the installation sector, 
states Otto van der Tang: “By sharing knowledge and experi-
ence effi ciently in Sofon, anyone can rapidly put together cor-
rect quotations, make changes in quotations, calculate (from 
Total Cost of Ownership to CO2 footprint) and supervise 
work planning. The result is higher scoring rates allowing the 
real experts to attend to more complex challenges. And that is 
very much needed; the coming generation is just too smart 
for repetitive work. Of course, it does cost effort to make 
specialist knowledge available, but you need to ask your-
self whether you want to put effort into working out unique 
projects with a low conversion or if you would rather develop 
a generic concept that can be applied throughout the whole 
company. Apart from that the aging of the workforce will also 
become apparent in the installation sector, although the short-
age of knowledge workers is not yet very obvious because of 
the current recession. Knowledge retention will become more 
important than ever in the time ahead.”
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Knowledge is 
the key to 
success in the 
installation sector

industry in the spotlight

Geert van der Weide 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Otto van der Tang 
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Scoring in a market under pressure



WTH anticipates changing market 
better with Sofon 

Errors in calculations previously 
cost us a lot of money. That is 
now a thing of the past.

business case
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WTH is the market leader in fl oor and wall systems for heating 
and cooling, for both new construction and renovation. WTH 
operates in a turbulent market. Accurate and competitive 
quoting increases the likelihood of an order compared to other 
players. However, generating accurate quotes turned out to be 
a major challenge in the complex world in which they do busi-
ness. Thankfully, Sofon offers WTH a helping hand in realizing 
better quotations and a stronger market position. We talked 
to Rob Heuperman (Managing Director), Jan Kreiter (Team 
Leader Calculation) and Ton de Vreede (Model Building).

Changing market 
During the past few years, the market for WTH has changed 
dramatically. Heuperman explains: “We still receive many re-
quests for quotations – perhaps more than we previously did 
– but scoring rates have gone down. Customers ask suppliers 
for quotations more frequently. So it is critical to come up 
with a solid, error-free, and uniformed quotation – as fast as 
we can.”

Investing
Despite the downturn in the market and a reorganization, 
WTH decided to invest in their sales and quotation process. 
Heuperman continues: “Investing in these kinds of market 
circumstances is in our genes. We not only wanted to adjust 
our organization to the market, but we also wanted to take 
quality to a higher level. If the error percentage in quotations 
and orders goes down, money will be made. In this way, there 
is an immediate return on investment.”

Good equipment
WTH was initially skeptical about the Sofon value proposi-
tion. Kreiter explains: “I was convinced that our product pallet 
was too complex for a system like Sofon. Sofon has proved 
that the opposite was true. We have made enormous progress 
in terms of our error percentage, speed and uniformity in the 
sales process.” Heuperman goes on: “Software based quota-
tion automation is actually exactly the tool a company needs. 
And working with Sofon, we have seen that the right tool 
saves a lot of time and money.”

Rob Heuperman Jan Kreiter

MANAGING DIRECTOR ON GUIDED SELLING 

Heuperman: “Errors in calculations used to cost us a lot of 
money. That is now a thing of the past. It’s one less thing to 
worry about.”

Ton de Vreede



Training period shortened
By storing product and business knowledge in a central re-
pository, WTH has shortened the training period for new sales 
staff dramatically. Kreiter continues: “Previously, it cost us two 
to three months to train a new colleague, even if that person 
had a good technical background. Now Sofon presents you 
with the right questions, an explanation to go with them, and 
all possible answers; the system actually educates our users.” 
Heuperman goes on: “A new staff member is therefore pro-
ductive immediately. That makes a huge difference! We get 
the added benefi t of handling more work with fewer people.”

Implementation
To get results, energy also needs to be invested in implementa-
tion – as knowledge needs to be stored. Ton de Vreede was giv-
en this role in the project. “I have spent time at many different 
departments within WTH and therefore am knowledgeable 
about the company and our products. This was obviously valu-
able to have during model building. I knew where information 
should come from and how the information was connected in 
a general sense”, says De Vreede.” Heuperman thinks this is 
essential: “It is important to choose a good model builder and 

to free him for this task. This makes you independent of exter-
nal consultancy and you can change things faster.”

3,250 unique quotations a year
WTH now produces 100% of their quotations with Sofon. 
Kreiter: “That adds up to some 3,250 unique quotations a 
year. Previously we would sometimes provide budgetary quo-
tations, but it took us the same amount of time as detailed 
quotations now take in Sofon. We can even fi ll out the ques-
tionnaire in Sofon with the customer on the line; no more 
notes to type up later in a calculation package. We can give 
customers good advice using Sofon, even if we receive a fully 
construction plan. It is actually our goal to offer a cheaper 
alternative with each quotation. We now demonstrate to our 
customers that we’re fully engaged to their needs and that 
really makes an impact!”

Best pricing
Pricing used to present WTH with a sizeable challenge. De 
Vreede continues: “It was diffi cult to fi nd the right price 
agreements and discounts valid for each customer. Especially 
when a company is a subsidiary, with which other agreements 
have been made. Which discounts should you use then? Now 
we have a more secure and accurate system for all businesses. 
Sofon compares all price lists and discounts and then calcu-
lates the best price for the customer (best pricing).” Kreiter 
fi nishes: “We now have peace of mind that we will always 
calculate and quote correctly. That brings a calm confi dence 
to our entire business operation.”
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 RESULTS
    · Better advice and better price for customers

    · Handling more work with fewer people

    · Budget quotations are in the past

    · Error percentage down in calculations, quotations and 
  orders

    · Speed and uniformity in the quotation process improved

    · Full, complex product pallet stored in Sofon

    · New staff productive almost immediately

    · Knowledge anchored in organization

    · Sofon used for 100% of quotations

TIPS FOR AN OPTIMAL USE OF 
GUIDED SELLING

    · De Vreede: “It’s important to keep an overview, despite 
  all the product details: keep the goal in your sights.”

    · Heuperman: “Select a staff member for model building 
  who knows the company and its products. Free him from 
  other jobs so he can make fast changes.”

TEAM LEADER CALCULATION ON GUIDED SELLING 

Kreiter: “Sofon really puts me at ease. Previously, there was 
always a pile of quotations on my desk for me to check. Now 
errors are impossible and checking is no longer necessary.”

MODEL BUILDER ON GUIDED SELLING 

De Vreede: “You discover a certain method in model 
building that you can reuse; modeling the next product 
group becomes easier and easier.”



Sofon brings Sales and 
Engineering closer together

Thanks to Sofon we 
offer sharper, which 
simplifi es scoring

longtime sofon customer
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In this section of Sofon News we talk to customers who have 
been Sofon users for quite some time. Customers who have 
applied Sofon for years often take things further than only 
product confi guration and quotation generation. They discover 
that Sofon offers them support especially when the market 
and their organization change. This was the case for Pentair 
Haffmans – manufacturer of quality control equipment, CO2 
recovery installations and biogas upgrading installations. 
We spoke to Bart Gooren (Value Stream Manager Systems), 
Bob Brulot (Assistant Product Manager CO2 Systems) and 
John Simons (Senior Project Manager).

Growth 
A few years ago, Pentair Haffmans experienced strong 
growth. Gooren explains: “Because of this growth we found 
we needed more structure, control and standardization. Our 
products were already somewhat standardized, but our sales 
methods weren’t yet. Two sales representatives could offer 
totally different quotations; in the areas of selection, quota-
tion text, price and lay-out. There was actually far more that 
could be offered standardized. That became obvious when we 
introduced Sofon.”

Looking back
Pentair Haffmans has been using Sofon for a number of 
years now. Looking back, Gooren sees a number of factors 
that speed up this kind of implementation: “It’s important 

that the management completely backs up the introduction, 
that model building capacity is available and that the imple-
mentation plan is realistic and is actively pursued. We had 
initially decided to put one man on the implementation. We 
later rescinded that; we saw the power of teamwork.”

Bart Gooren

John Simons

VALUE STREAM MANAGER ON GUIDED SELLING 

Gooren: “By coupling product standardization to sales 
standardization, practical cooperation between Sales and 
Engineering is created.  You get all kinds of discussions that 
bring Sales and Engineering closer together.”

Bob Brulot



Sales and Engineering closer together
Pentair Haffmans was aware that the Sofon implementation 
was the ideal way to bring Sales and Engineering closer to-
gether. Simons clarifi es: “We have put together both these 
disciplines in a team, and I was responsible for model build-
ing. I myself knew nothing about the products and therefore 
was given input from Sales and Engineering. Engineering is 
now completely behind the quotations Sales issues. We still 
get together regularly as a team for half an hour or so to talk 
through changes and user preferences.”

Scoring sooner
Pentair Haffmans puts Sofon to wide use: from CRM to quo-
tation generation. Brulot explains: “We use the Sofon Sales 
Organizer (CRM) for all kinds of analysis. In this way, we 
know exactly what we are selling, but also what we can ex-
pect to sell per area, product group…” Gooren adds: “Based 
on the scoring rate, we also know which parts we will prob-
ably need to order. Purchasing can anticipate this and already 
make purchasing requests. We can purchase more interest-
ing, make sharper quotes, offer a shorter supply time and 
therefore score sooner.”

Purchasing requests
The purchasing requests for suppliers are automatically tak-
en care of based on all the selected specifi cations in Sofon. 
Simons goes on: “The specifi cations can be immediately 
mailed to a supplier. In principle, the email can even be sent 
without anyone even noticing.” Brulot adds: “We know that 
our content is absolutely correct, but we still like to keep an 
eye on what we are sending out. It’s really handy for our 

suppliers that they always receive the same type of email: 
complete and well-organized.”

Guiding sales reps
Customers also receive uniform, correct quotations. Simons: 
“Sofon leads you through the confi guration and warns you if 
you diverge from advice. So sales reps are guided while re-
taining their freedom. We can fi nd all divergent choices in an 
exceptions report. The sales rep remains responsible for the 
profi t margin. If he suspects that he won’t close a deal for a 
price of € 301,055, he can tune the price to e.g. € 299,999. All 
prices are then calculated and processed in the quotation.” 
Gooren adds: “This is really handy. Even if the sales rep has 
no internet when he visits a customer in the African jungle, 
he can still play with the price.”
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 RESULTS
    · Pre-calculation and costs actually incurred are closer 
  together

    · Insight into exceptions, current cost prices, (expected) 
  orders, to be purchased parts, and margins

    · Automatic generation of uniform purchasing requests 
  and quotations

    · No errors in calculations, confi gurations, quotations and 
  orders

    · Possibility of tuning prices

    · Teamwork successfully introduced

    · Relationship Sales and Engineering improved

    · No more repeat work

TIPS FOR AN OPTIMAL USE OF 
GUIDED SELLING

    · Gooren: “Listen to what the consultant has to say: set up 
  a team, make sure of management support, put in place 
  model building capacity and decide to go for it. Take a 
  good look at yourself. The solution can be found within 
  the company itself, not in consultancy, which is great, 
  by the way.”

    · Simons: “Make sure you have enough quotations that are
  consistent before you start modeling. When the content is 
  present, the modeling itself – what is and isn’t possible 
  – is a piece of cake.”

ASSISTANT PRODUCT MANAGER ON GUIDED SELLING 

Brulot: “We know exactly what we have sold, but also what we 
can expect to sell per area, product group…”

MODEL BUILDER ON GUIDED SELLING 

Simons: “We use Sofon widely: from CRM to quotation 
generation.”



 Sofon is the supplier of sales support software under the name 

Sofon Guided Selling. With Sofon, quotations, contracts, orders and 

other sales documents are put together simply, quickly and error-free. 

Among other things, Sofon Guided Selling supports calculation, con-

fi guration, visualization and document generation in any language 

desired. This decreases sales costs, reduces delivery times, increases 

scoring rates and improves cooperation between customers, dealers, 

sales, engineering and production. Sofon integrates with standard 

CRM and ERP systems and is suitable for all companies who have a 

customer-specifi c way of operating – in every sector – anywhere in 

the world.

 Sofon B.V.

Sofon UK Ltd.

Sofon (U.S.), Inc.

Sofon Deutschland GmbH

Sofon Belgium bvba 

I www.sofon.com

E info@sofon.com

New customers

 Sofon Guided Selling is used in various industries by – at fi rst glance – totally different customers. Our 

 customers operate in the world of industry, warehousing, transport, insurance, telecom and services.

A short introduction to a few new customers:

The JENSEN-GROUP delivers solutions for heavy-duty laundries 

worldwide to provide quality services economically. The JENSEN-

GROUP is organized into two Technology Centers, and four world-

wide Business Regions. These two Technology Centers located in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, USA and 

China, develop, manufacture and deliver a full, innovative and competitive range of JENSEN products to 

their customers through a worldwide network of strategically located Sales and Service Centers (SSCs) and 

authorized local distributors.

Sofon has been selected as quotation and sales confi guration solution for their Sales and Service Centers 

and distributors.

www.jensen-group.com

Developing, producing and distributing state-of-the-art vacuum ma-

chines is Henkelman’s specialty. Thanks to this focus, Henkelman 

distinguishes itself with a wide and varied program for vacuum 

packaging of food and other products. Henkelman sells these products worldwide via an extensive network 

of qualifi ed dealers.

Henkelman selected Sofon as their sales confi gurator to support their inside sales.

www.henkelman.com 

Gebr. Van Hout is a regionally operating mechanical engineering instal-

lation fi rm, primarily active in the business market, care, government 

and education. Van Hout is always ready to help their customers with 

their installation issues, from renovation to new construction, from design to execution, maintenance and 

service. 

Sofon is used to analyze customer needs and to calculate technical solutions for various system perform-

ances, such as Total Cost of Ownership, Energy performance and Return on Investment.

www.van-hout.com

Guided Selling Blog 
Sofon is happy to share 
knowledge with you! 
In Sofon’s weekly blog 
posts, various experts 
from the Sofon organi-
zation speak out. These 
experts have a clear 
insight and experience 
into best practices 
within the sales and 
quotation processes of 
companies who supply 
customer-specifi c prod-
ucts and services. 
You can share in this 
knowledge by visiting 
www.sofon.com/blog.

Twitter 
Would you like to be 
kept up-to-date on 
Sofon’s activities? Fol-
low us on Twitter! You 
will be the fi rst to know 
about a new blog post 
or our participation in a 
seminar or fair. You can 
fi nd us at www.twitter.
com/sofonsoftware.

Facebook 
Like us on Facebook 
and you will always be 
up to the minute on 
handy sales tips, in-
spirational events, and 
interesting articles.
You can fi nd us at: 
www.facebook.com/
sofonguidedselling.

activities

Events

Salesforce Customer 
Company Tour
July 2, 2013, Munich, 
Germany

CRM Expo
September 24 to 26, 2013, 
Stuttgart, Germany


